NDT Global Inc.
6302-39th St.
Leduc, AB T9E 0Z3
Canada
www.ndt-global.com
hr.canada@ndt-global.com

NDT Global is a leading supplier of ultrasonic pipeline inspection for the oil and gas industry. We provide comprehensive pipeline inspection and integrity management services around the world, with inhouse developed advanced pipeline inspection tools. To support our global Maintenance team in Leduc, Canada we are looking for a ...

FIELD TECHNICIAN

Reference Number US-543-010
Location Leduc, Alberta
Department Maintenance
Career Level Junior

The position of Field Technician, is designed to assist in the preparation, tool build, testing and installation of the tool upon launch into the pipeline.

Role and Responsibilities:
- Assist and or transport the inspection tool to the project site
- Provide service and client support during the launch and trapping of the inspection tool
- Complete project related procedures and checklists duties
- Troubleshoot any tool related issues on-site
- Clean equipment after launch is complete
- Operate hand/power tools, forklift, hoist and crane as required
- Responsible to maintain a safe and professional work atmosphere
- Perform other duties as assigned

Competencies/Skills:
- Excellent communication skills, both oral and written
- Strong organizational and time management skills
- Proficient in Windows Operating and Microsoft Office programs (Excel, Word, Outlook)
- Aptitude for learning new technologies and concepts
- Shows attention to quality and is detail oriented
- Team player

Physical Requirements:
- Pre-employment physical test required (physical, hearing, drug & alcohol)
- Ability to work in a field environment and follow best practices according to company policy & standards
- Ability to work long hours (8-12 hour days) throughout the duration of the project
- Ability to routinely lift/carry heavy materials weighing 50 lbs & up

Work Environment:
- Work in a field environment that includes: hot, wet and cold climate conditions
- Extensive travel (80% - 85%), that includes: domestic and international locations
- Varied working hours and on-call availability is required

Requirements
- Post-secondary education from a technical institute in a related field
- Minimum of two (2) years’ experience in a field/shop environment
- Familiarity with a wide range of mechanical and electrical components
- A background in In-line Inspection (ILI) or Ultrasorics (UT) is preferred
- Ability to read and interpret mechanical/electrical drawings is preferred
- Possess a valid drivers’ license with clean drivers abstract
- Possess a valid passport or the ability to obtain one
- Ability to obtain a work VISA to work in the USA and abroad
- Must reside in Edmonton, AB or the surrounding area & have legal authorization to work in Canada on a full-time basis

Benefits
- Great long-term career prospects
- Individual opportunities for career development
- Attractive salary system
- Flexible working hours

If you are interested in this advanced opportunity in a dynamic and successful international environment, please send us your CV in PDF format by e-mail or fill out our form on our homepage including your desired salary and availability. Please refer to the reference number of this job offer.
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